DISCOVER STUTTGART AND THE REGION

www.stuttgart-tourist.de/en
STUTTGART MUSEUM OF ART
(KUNSTMUSEUM STUTTGART)

The large glass cube in the heart of Stuttgart provides a delightful contrast to the architecture of the Palace Square (Schlossplatz) that surrounds it. Day or night, the museum catches everybody’s eye. Art and works of classical modernism are exhibited on 5,000 sqm of space within the building and in two former tunnel passages.
www.kunstmuseum-stuttgart.de/en

MUSEUM RITTER
IN WALDENBUCH

The equilateral quadrilateral, so characteristic of the chocolate maker, can be found again and again in Marli Hoppe-Ritter’s collection. The exhibition looks at the square in 20th and 21st century art. A visit to the adjacent chocolate exhibition (SchokoAusstellung) and the chocolate shop (SchokoShop) is another highlight in Waldenbuch.
www.museum-ritter.de/en

STIHL GALLERY IN WAIBLENGEN
(GALERIE STIHL WAIBLENGEN)

Between the historic town walls and the bank of the Rems river, the award-winning architecture of the Stihl Gallery (Galerie Stihl) in Waiblingen draws one’s attention. Whether it be landscape drawings, graphic reproductions from Dürer to Picasso, photographs, comics, even cardboard furniture and paper clothes – the diversity of paper as a material never ceases to amaze.
www.galerie-stihl-waiblingen.de

STUTTGART STATE GALLERY
(STAATSGALERIE STUTTGART)

The State Gallery (Staatsgalerie) enthrals its visitors with a rich array of masterpieces from the 14th century to the present day. It is one of the most popular museums in Germany for good reason. On over 12,000 sqm, works of art by important artists such as Rembrandt, Monet or Picasso can be seen, providing a true art experience.
www.staatsgalerie.de/en.html
EXCURSION DESTINATIONS AND VIEWPOINTS
PALACE SQUARE (SCHLOSSPLATZ)

In the heart of the city, surrounded by the renaissance style of the Old Castle (Altes Schloss), the baroque New Castle (Neues Schloss) and the modern glass cube of the Museum of Art (Kunstmuseum), the Palace Square (Schlossplatz) with its two fountains is definitely the nicest setting in which to relax. It is a frequent meeting place and for many the most popular square in the centre.

www.stuttgart-tourist.de/en

SEPULCHRAL CHAPEL ON WÜRTTEMBERG HILL (GRABKAPELLE AUF DEM WÜRTTEMBERG)

The Sepulchral Chapel (Grabkapelle) – the most romantic place in the state. Within the vineyards, King William I had the mausoleum built for his wife Katharina who died young. The breathtaking architecture and idyllic location with a view over the whole of Stuttgart and the region are a true expression of love.

www.grabkapelle-rotenberg.de/en

TELEVISION TOWER STUTTGART (FERNSEHTURM STUTTGART)

The world's first television tower resides in Stuttgart! Since its opening in 1956, it has been considered an aesthetic and architectural masterpiece and, with its timeless design, is unrivalled to this day. Two observation platforms 150 and 153 metres up in the sky offer spectacular views of Stuttgart and the surrounding area. These views are best enjoyed over coffee and cake in the Panorama Café (Panoramacafé).

www.fernsehturm-stuttgart.de/en/

KILLESBERG TOWER STUTTGART (KILLESBERGTURM STUTTGART)

On the association's 140-year anniversary, the Improvement Society of Stuttgart (Verschönerungsverein Stuttgart e.V.) gifted the city an observation tower, which stands proudly at 42 metres tall, offering truly unique views of Stuttgart and the surrounding areas. The Killesberg Tower (Killesbergturm) is a masterpiece of engineering artistry and has been decorated with numerous prestigious awards.

www.killesberg.de
**BLOOMING BAROQUE (BLÜHENDES BAROCK) / LUDWIGSBURG RESIDENTIAL PALACE (RESIDENZSCHLOSS LUDWIGSBURG)**

The Blooming Baroque (Blühendes Barock) impresses with its mix of geometric garden art and romantic nature around one of the largest baroque palaces in Europe that has been preserved in its original state: the Ludwigsburg Residential Palace (Residenzschloss Ludwigsburg). The fairytale garden with more than 50 lovingly designed fairytale classics to touch and experience provides fabulous magic.


---

**ESSLINGEN CASTLE (BURG ESSLINGEN)**

The medieval castle rises above the old town, guaranteeing fabulous views. At no time was this castle a residence for nobility. Instead it was used solely for protection against invaders. Today an idyllic park can be found here with a historical ambience which is used as a picturesque backdrop for open-air events in the summer time.

www.esslingen-info.com/en

---

**SOLITUDE PALACE STUTTGART (SCHLOSS SOLITUDE STUTTGART)**

A magnificent chestnut avenue leads to the delightful little palace in rococo style, which Charles Eugene, Duke of Württemberg, (Carl Eugen, Herzog von Württemberg) had built between 1763 and 1769 "away from the commotion and disappointments of the world". From this palace, built for hunting and receptions, one can enjoy a splendid view of its residential city of Ludwigsburg.

www.schloss-solitude.de/en/

---

**OUR TIP:**

**WANT SOME MORE? DISCOVER OUR FAVOURITE QUARTERS!**

Behind façades, around corners and off the beaten track, you will find many more Stuttgart treasures: oases of tranquillity, intriguing facts about the quarters and picture-perfect photo spots. Insider tips and stories await you in Stuttgart's favourite quarters. The quarters have their own character, their own charm. Its great variety means Stuttgart never ceases to surprise!

More information here:
www.stuttgart-tourist.de/en/favourite-quarters
STUTTGART MUNICIPAL LIBRARY AT MAILÄNDER PLATZ (STADTBIBLIOTHEK AM MAILÄNDER PLATZ)

The quadrilateral cube enthrals with its extraordinary interior design and with its unique architecture from Eun Young Yi. You can see 60,000 books at a glance. A real eye-catcher, and chosen as the library of the year in 2013 for good reason.
www.stadtbibliothek-stuttgart.de

STUTTGART COLLEGIATE CHURCH (STIFTSKIRCHE STUTTGART)

The history of the Collegiate Church (Stiftskirche) goes back to the 10th Century, and that of its organs to 1381. The main organ has been extended, destroyed, rebuilt and was finally replaced in 2004. The work has been worth it, though. After all, this ‘king of instruments’ is referred to as one of the best organs in the world for good reason.
www.stiftskirche.de/en

WEISSENHOF ESTATE (WEISSENHOF-SIEDLUNG) & WEISSENHOF MUSEUM AT THE LE CORBUSIER HOUSE (WEISSENHOFMUSEUM IM HAUS LE CORBUSIER)

The Weissenhof Estate (Weissenhofsiedlung) was erected as a building exhibition with 21 cubic flat-roof houses within a period of just four months in 1927. The semi-detached house from Le Corbusier, one of the 17 international architects involved, today contains an exhibition on the history of the estate and, together with the single-family home of Le Corbusier, is a UNESCO World Cultural Heritage Site.
www.weissenhofmuseum.de/en/

OUR TIP:
NEW PERSPECTIVES: CITY TOURS IN STUTTGART

Exciting stories, humorous insights into Swabian culture or interesting places you haven’t seen before – our city tours show you Stuttgart from a completely different perspective!

Book your tour here, whether that be a public tour or one exclusively for your group.

For more information on our city tours in Stuttgart, please visit:
www.stuttgart-tourist.de/
stadtfuehrung-stuttgart
FUN AND ENJOYMENT
STUTTGART STATE THEATRES
(STAATSTHEATER STUTTGART)

Whether it be opera, ballet or a play – here you are entering the largest theatre in Europe catering to all three arts. The multi-award-winning State Theatres (Staatstheater) set national and international benchmarks. The opera house, situated in the castle grounds with its lobbies, is the perfect setting for unforgettable stage experiences.

www.staatstheater-stuttgart.com/home/

STUTTGART THERMAL BATHS
(STUTTGARTER THERME)

Only Budapest has a larger source of mineral water than Stuttgart in all of Europe. 19 springs, of which 13 are recognised by the state as having healing properties, deliver water that is mineralised to varying degrees and in some cases carbonated. The mineral springs supply swimming pools and public drinking fountains. This natural treasure of Stuttgart is used in the LEUZE Thermal Bath (Das LEUZE), the Mineral Spa Berg (Mineralbad Berg) and in the Cannstatt Saltwater Spa (SoleBad Cannstatt).

www.stuttgarterbaeder.de

STUTTGART MARKET HALL
(STUTTGARTER MARKTHALLE)

The Market Hall (Markthalle) is not only a true gem, but also renowned far beyond the borders of Stuttgart due to its concept. Thanks to its special freshness and the wide range of produce from a variety of countries, the listed Art-Nouveau building constitutes an exquisite shopping location for locals and tourists alike. Whether it’s pineapple or exotic spices, every epicurean will find something here!

www.markthalle-stuttgart.de/en/

NECKAR-KÄPT’N RIVERBOATS

Life is but a dream on boat journeys, and they are unforgettable when on the Neckar river. The whole setting of the Neckar Valley is stunning and relaxing at the same time. A ride with the Neckar-Käpt’n riverboats takes you to historical sites and beautiful vineyard locations.

www.neckar-kaeptn.de
WILHELMA ZOOLOGICAL-BOTANICAL GARDEN IN STUTTGART (WILHELMA – ZOOLOGISCH-BOTANISCHER GARTEN STUTTGART)

With its Moorish-style buildings, the historical park is one of the most beautiful in Europe. With around 11,000 animals of almost 1,200 species and some 8,500 varieties of plants, Germany’s only zoological-botanical garden is one of the most species-rich places in the world. In the erstwhile refuge of King William I, you will be enthralled by apes, tigers and elephants.

www.wilhelma.de/en/

OUR TIP:
SWABIAN, VEGAN AND VEGETARIAN RESTAURANTS IN STUTTGART

Whether it's regional, vegetarian, organic, gluten-free or vegan – you'll find what you're looking for here!

We have put together a selection from Stuttgart's restaurant scene for you.

More information here:
www.stuttgart-tourist.de/en/shopping-restaurants/
cafes-and-restaurants-in-stuttgart

ON TOUR THROUGH STUTTGART – LOOKING, MARVELLING AND OPEN-AIR DISCOVERY
MUSEUMS
OF ALL KINDS
**HOUSE OF HISTORY BADEN-WÜRTTEMBERG (HAUS DER GESCHICHTE BADEN-WÜRTTEMBERG)**

The museum in Stuttgart's 'cultural mile' (Stuttgarter Kulturmeile) covers more than 200 years of state history: from Napoleon to the Stuttgart 21 construction hoarding, and provides an overview of the many facets of Baden-Württemberg. Numerous original objects and moving stories, photos and films recount the tales of the people of Germany's southwestern region from their time.

[www.hdgbw.de/english/](http://www.hdgbw.de/english/)

---

**WÜRTTEMBERG STATE MUSEUM (LANDESMUSEUM WÜRTTEMBERG)**

Once the residence of the Dukes of Württemberg, Baden-Württemberg's largest cultural-historical museum today invites you on a journey through history. Collections covering archaeology and art and cultural history with unique exhibits spanning 80,000 years are waiting to be discovered here. The children's museum Young Palace (Junges Schloss) presents exciting participatory exhibitions for children and their families.

[www.landesmuseum-stuttgart.de/en](http://www.landesmuseum-stuttgart.de/en)

---

**MERCEDES-BENZ MUSEUM**

Only Mercedes-Benz is able to present the story of the automobile in such an unbroken fashion. Here you experience a journey through time: starting in the year 1886 with the groundbreaking invention of the automobile by Carl Benz and Gottlieb Daimler and ending with the automobile of the future. Yet it is not just the cars that are unique. The architecture of the museum, in the shape of an elegant double-helix, really is a sight to behold.


---

**PORSCHE MUSEUM**

One of the most spectacular automobile museums in the world. Here you will find over 80 legendary racing cars, series-production vehicles such as the 356 or 911 and extraordinary concept cars. The architectural highlight, opened in 2009, is a building that appears to float freely over the ground. One special feature is an interactive ‘touchwall’, where you can dive into the history of Porsche.

[www.porsche.com/international/aboutporsche/porschemuseum](http://www.porsche.com/international/aboutporsche/porschemuseum)
STUTTGART LINDEN MUSEUM (LINDEN-MUSEUM STUTTGART)

A trip around the world in just a few hours. And all that under just one roof. From a Japanese tearoom, masks from Cameroon to an Afghan bazaar street – one of the largest ethnological museums in Europe, the Linden Museum extends an invitation to intercultural encounters. www.lindenmuseum.de/en/

STUTTGART MUSEUM OF VINICULTURE (WEINBAUMUSEUM STUTTGART) – THE WORLD OF WINE

Fascinating insights into the world of vine dressers, captivating art and tasting premium wines from Stuttgart in the in-house wine shop. 2,000 years of viticultural history of the central Neckar region is gathered here. You can savour top-quality wines from Stuttgart vine dressers in pleasant surroundings and also take your favourite bottles home with you. www.stuttgart-tourist.de/en/a-viniculture-museum-stuttgart

STUTTGART CITY PALACE (STADTPALAIS STUTTGART)

How did Stuttgart become what it is today? The City Palace (StadtPalais Stuttgart) presents important facets of the city's history. Collection items are on display – from protest placards to rapper Cro's panda mask. In addition to Stuttgart's past, the (participatory) exhibitions also focus on the present and the future. www.stadtpalais-stuttgart.de

STUTTGART STATE MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY (STAATLICHES MUSEUM FÜR NATURKUNDE STUTTGART)

Museum Schloss Rosenstein: from algae to humans; from tropical rainforests to polar deserts – you embark on an exciting journey through the earth's habitats. Museum at Löwentor (Museum am Löwentor): in addition to the Steinheim skull (Steinheimer Schädel), one of the oldest hominid fossil finds in Central Europe, more original fossils and lifelike replicas await you. www.naturkundemuseum-bw.de/en
LITERATURE IN SCHILLER’S TOWN OF MARBACH (SCHILLERSTADT MARBACH)

The permanent exhibition in the Museum of Modern Literature (Literaturmuseum der Moderne) has focussed on nothing less than the soul of German literature. With a focus on Friedrich Schiller, the Schiller National Museum (Schiller-Nationalmuseum) exhibits the history of German literature of the 18th and 19th centuries, and Schiller’s birthplace displays around thirty original items, such as his christening bonnet.

www.schillersgeburtshaus.de

MÄRKLIN MUSEUM, GÖPPINGEN (MÄRKLINEUM GÖPPINGEN)

In the Märklin Museum (Märklineum), you go on a journey through time through more than 160 years of exciting company development – from a small factory for tin toys to the world-famous and high-quality metal toys. The model railway system traverses all eras of railway history and, with its interactive media technology, creates a captivating experience for the whole family.

www.maerklineum.de/en

BEUREN OPEN-AIR MUSEUM (FREILICHTMUSEUM BEUREN)

The Beuren Open-Air Museum (Freilichtmuseum Beuren) was opened in 1995 to allow young and old to experience Swabian village history at first hand. Marvel at 20 original buildings from the central Neckar and Swabian Alb region – without bathrooms, mobile phones or televisions. There are not only rustic parlours to discover, but also sheep, goats and chickens surrounded by colourful orchards.

www.freilichtmuseum-beuren.de

STIHL BRAND WORLD (STIHL MARKENWELT)

It is the home of the STIHL brand and also offers an insight into the forest ecosystem. It’s not solely exciting for fans of the brand or professionals, but open to everyone! You can immerse yourself in various themes on three floors. Sight, sound, smell and touch: virtual reality, XXL screens, an LED wall in a 270-degree rotunda, sound effects, historical exhibits and many interactive stations make your visit a participatory experience.

www.markenwelt.stihl.de/en
STUTTGART PIG MUSEUM
(SCHWEINEMUSEUM STUTTGART)

Stuttgart boasts many museums, but none like the Pig Museum (Schweinemuseum). Whether it’s all manner of piggy banks, cuddly little piggies to grab hold of or a pig on a Harley-Davidson – here you can marvel at over 50,000 curly tails. Today, the collection is exhibited on three floors of the old slaughterhouse.

www.schweinemuseum.de/news-en

CARL ZEISS PLANETARIUM STUTTGART
(CARL-ZEISS-PLANETARIUM STUTTGART)

A journey through space and time. Stunning forms of scientific presentation are enabled by the 360° full-dome projection system. Voyages through space, with its planets and galaxies, can be presented in fine detail. In addition, there is a wide range of special exhibitions for children, too.

www.planetarium-stuttgart.de

GOTTLIEB DAIMLER'S BIRTHPLACE
(GOTTLIEB-DAIMLER GEBURTSHAUS) IN SCHORNDORF

Nobody could have imagined that Gottlieb Daimler, a baker’s son born on Höllgasse, Schorndorf, in 1834, would go on to change the world. The first high-speed petrol engine – a genuine innovation. Personal objects and original drawings take visitors to the birthplace back to those times.


OUR TIP:
A VINEYARD EXPERIENCE: WINE HIKING

Walk on 5 routes through idyllic vineyards and enjoy great views of the Neckar, down into the basin or on Max-Eyth-See lake. How about a visit to one of Stuttgart’s more than 22 wineries for a little tasting?

You can find more information at: